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Transfer of Leaf and Stem Rust Resistance Genes to Hard Red Winter 
Wheat Genetic Backgrounds

Francois Marais, Plant Sciences Department, NDSU, Fargo

Research Questions

From its onset (2011), the new hard red winter wheat 
breeding program at NDSU was in need of winter wheat 
breeding parents with resistance to prevailing cereal rust 
diseases. This project was intended as an interim pre-
breeding effort to urgently transfer resistance genes from 
spring wheat so it can be used in routine crosses.

Results

   Crosses and backcrosses were initiated with twenty Lr 
genes, including Lr19-149-478, 42, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 66 and Lrbi 
(temporary designation) as well as five Sr genes (Sr2 and 
improved recombinants of Sr22, 26, 39 and 50). Five of 
the translocations with leaf rust resistance genes also 
carry stripe rust resistance (Yr) genes (Lr53/Yr35, Lr54/
Yr37, Lr56/Yr38, Lr57/Yr40 and Lr62/Yr42). Crosses with 
six of the Lr sources (Lr42, 47, 57, 58, 61 and 66) were 
meanwhile discontinued due to either poor associated 
agrotype or limited effectiveness of the resistance.

   Three sets of backcross populations have been  
developed:
(a)   Backcrosses to Jerry (cold-hardy; adapted to North 
American growing conditions): Recombinants of three 
translocations have been used to produce the near-
isogenic populations: Lr56-39/4*Jerry; Lr56-157/4*Jerry; 
Lr56-175/3*Jerry; Lr59-101/4*Jerry; Lr59-151/4*Jerry; 
Lr62-129/3*Jerry and Lr62-135/3*Jerry. A further back-
cross is in progress whereas the lines have also been 
included into the 2014 pedigree breeding crossing block.

(b)   Backcrosses to Norstar (most cold-hardy germplasm 
available): The near-isogenic populations Lr53/3*Norstar, 
Lrbi/4*Norstar, Sr2/4*Norstar, Sr26/4*Norstar, Sr39/4* 
Norstar and Sr50/4*Norstar have been derived. Molecular 
markers are being used to identify plants to involve in the 
2014 pedigree breeding program crossing block. An 
attempt is also being made to pyramid some of these 
genes and Rht-B1b (height reduction) in the genetic 
background of Norstar.

(c)   Backcrosses to diverse winter-hardy winter wheats:  
In order to broaden the genetic background diversity 
beyond that of Jerry and Norstar, the complete group of 
genes is also being backcrossed into more diverse  
combinations of parents. Towards this end a second back-
cross to winter wheat parents was completed. In those  
combinations where adult plant resistance is involved, F2 

populations have been field planted for evaluation as part 
of the routine segregating populations of the main breed-
ing program.

Application/Use

   For the major seedling resistance genes, respectively 
87.5% and 93.8% of the winter wheat background has 
been recovered in the backcross populations. 
Consequently, these lines have been incorporated with the 
parents of the 2014 pedigree breeding crossing block and 
will be used extensively in crosses (January 2014) with 
standard winter wheat breeding parents. Approximately 
350-400 crosses that involve a rust-resistant parent are 
planned. Following these crosses, the average hard red 
winter genetic background associated with the resistance 
will increase to respectively 93.8% and 96.9%. The 
respective F2 populations will be field-planted in 
September 2014 for selection in 2015.  

   Resistant parents will again be included in the 2015 
routine crossing blocks. Segregating populations with the 
resistance will be selected and inbred lines developed. 
These will be evaluated for commercial use and will also 
be employed as breeding parents in the subsequent 
crossing blocks in order to widely disperse the resistance 
genes within the breeding population.

Material and Methods

2011:
Genetic stocks (primarily in spring wheat) with the respec-
tive resistances were obtained from the Cereal Research 
Center in Winnipeg, Canada; Dr Ian Dundas (Australia); 
Stellenbosch University (South Africa); Kansas State 
University; University of California-Riverside and CIMMYT, 
Mexico. Seedling resistance tests (McIntosh RA, Wellings 
CR and Park RF, 1995, Wheat rusts - an atlas of 
resistance genes, CSIRO Publications, East Melbourne, 
Australia) were done to identify carrier plants to use in the 
first round of crosses with the winter wheat parents Jerry 
and Norstar.

2012: 
For F1 combinations derived from segregating plants, leaf 
rust seedling tests were done to identify carriers. Winter 
wheat varieties Jerry, Decade, Falcon and Norstar were 
used for making the first backcrosses. Three sets of back-
crosses were initiated: (a) Backcrosses to Jerry (winter-
hardy, adapted) employing recombined versions of four 
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alien-derived translocations. (b) Backcrosses to Norstar 
with concurrent transfer of the dwarfing gene, Rht-B1b 
involved two leaf rust and four stem rust resistance genes. 
Molecular markers that can be used for the detection of 
the respective target genes have been obtained from the 
literature and the relevant protocols have been established. 
(c) Backcrosses to diverse winter-hardy wheats were done 
with the complete set of resistance genes.

2013: 
Second and third backcrosses were completed for 
(a) major seedling resistance genes that can readily be 
identified with markers or by means of their response to a 
suitable pathotype (which is virulent to background 
resistance genes but not to the target gene) and (b) those 
adult plant resistance genes for which molecular markers 
were available. 

With respect to adult plant resistance genes for which 
markers were not available, F2 families were derived and 
field planted for evaluation of their adult stage resistance 
under natural infection. 

Economic Benefit to a Typical 
500 Acre Wheat Enterprise

   The most advanced backcross lines (involving 12 Lr 
genes and 5 Sr genes) have been planted for use as 
parents in the 2014 winter wheat crossing block. In sub-
sequent years the lines and their derivatives will continue 
to be used as parents and the resistance genes will be 
widely integrated into the winter wheat germplasm pool. 

   In addition to the transfer of rust resistance genes, 
projects to develop and use improved sources of fusarium 
head blight, tan spot and septoria resistance are also 
being conducted. When fully operational, the new breed-
ing program will integrate the various sources of new 
germplasm in order to develop new winter wheat variet-
ies with improved agrotype, winter-hardiness, adapta-
tion, yield, processing quality and pyramided disease 
resistance. Producers will benefit from the use of varieties 
with multiple disease resistance both through no/reduced 
need for spraying and increased yields attributable to the 
resistance.

Related Research

   Hybridization programs aiming to transfer specific 
FHB, tan spot and septoria resistance genes from spring 
wheat are also in progress. The genes being transferred 
include (a) Fhb1, Fhb2, Fhb5A ex Sumai 3; (b) an FHB 
QTL on 3AL of Frontana; (c) FHB genes on 5AS and 5AL 
of PI277012 (ex Dr S Xu) and (d) the tan spot and  
septoria resistance genes tsn1, snn2, QTs.fcu-1BS and 
QTs.fcu-3BL (ex Dr S Xu). The first breeding parents car-

rying some of these genes have been included in the 2014 
crossing block in an attempt to produce cross combinations 
segregating for a broad spectrum of disease resistance 
genes.

   A winter X spring wheat crossing block that aims to intro-
duce further genes for rust and leaf spot disease resis-
tance, wheat sawfly, sprouting tolerance, yield and 
quality was also introduced. The material has been used 
to establish a pre-breeding program that will be subjected 
to recurrent mass selection and gene pyramiding. In the 
first phase of its development this population is being 
selected for cold-hardiness, tan spot and Stagonospora 
nodorum resistance. The ultimate aim is to utilize superior, 
resistant selections from this project in crosses with the 
best selections from the pedigree breeding program. 

   A current PhD study (co-supervisor Dr Xiwen Cai) utiliz-
es in situ hybridization, microsatellite and SNP analyses to 
further study recombinant forms of some of the alien trans-
locations (Lr19, Lr56, Lr59, Lr62) being used in this study, 
and to identify those recombinants most suited for use in 
breeding. Regarding the Lr19 translocation, it was found 
that recombinant Lr19-149-478 is a better choice for use 
in the breeding program than the previously used Lr19-
149-299 recombinant. Lr19-149-478 is more similar to the 
chromosome 7BL region of wheat that it replaced. Also, 
unlike Lr19-149-299, recombinant -478 can be combined 
with Lr68 (also on 7BL) in resistance gene pyramids. 
Analyses pertaining to Lr56, Lr59, and   are ongoing.

Recommended Future Research

   Establish the capacity to do large-scale marker-aided 
selection and pyramiding of the durable rust resistance 
genes Lr34/Yr18, Lr46/Yr29, Lr68 and Sr2.

   Apply marker-aided selection and pyramiding strategies 
to transfer three FHB QTL (3A gene from Frontana, Fhb1, 
and Qfhs.ifa-5A) to an as-broad-as-possible range of hard 
red winter wheat germplasm and attempt to integrate 
these with the durable rust resistance genes.


